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RF-resonance beam polarimeter
Part I. Fundamental concepts
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The possibility of an RF-resonance polarimeter (REP) for fast non-destructive measurement of beam polarization in an
accelerator ring is considered . In order to accumulate the transition radiation from the free oscillating coherent spin of the beam, a
passive superconducting cavity is proposed . The increase of effective voltage in the cavity with time (related to beam polarization) is
calculated here . The efficiency of the polarimeter does not decrease with beam energy and is proportional to the average beam
current A possible scheme of measurement of the accumulated voltage is presented . The noise limitations are taken into account
and evaluated. Siberian snakes can be used in order to provide a sufficiently small value for the spin tune spread . Numerical
examples are given

1. The spin-resonator interaction

	

where

Suppose that a superconducting cavity or a chain of
them is introduced into a ring with a cycling bunched
charged particle beam . We can describe the dynamic
system of particle spins S' and a resonant electromag-
netic mode of the cavity by the Hamiltonian as follows :

H ='-,(PZ+w,QZ)+Y_Wxi'S'+YWi .S', (I)

1
E(r, t)= --P(t)E`(r),

c

where P(t) and Q(t) are the dynamic canonical vari-
ables expressed as functions of time in the presentation
of the electromagnetic field E, B of the mode :

B(r, t)=Q(t)T'xE °= Q(t)B`(r),

c 2AE` + wCE` = 0,

	

div E` = 0,

f(E` )2 dar = 4Tr,

	

c 2f(B` )2 dar = 4Trw c' ,

where E`, B` are the eigen-functions and wc is the
eigen-frequency of the resonant mode . The Poisson
bracket of P and Q is

(P, Q} =1 .

The W-vectors describe the spin precession in the
electromagnetic field [1] :

S=(H,S) =WXS,
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(2)
where e and m are particle's charge and mass, c is
light velocity, y -i = (1 - o 21C2)112 , G is the anoma-
lous magnetic factor in the relation between particle
spin and its magnetic moment :

e
N=(1+G) S,

mc

and B 1

	

and BIB are the transverse and longitudinal
components of B with respect to the particle velocity
u. Note that G = 1 .79 for protons and antiprotons, and
1 .13 x 10 -3 for electrons and positrons .

The vectors W,, and Wc correspond to the accelera-
tor guide field and cavity field, respectively ; the symbol
,/ is for a single particle, while the sum is for all the
particles of the beam .

For this paper, we neglect the effects of charge
interaction here ; they will be studied in Part 11 . The
field equations are then obtained as follows :

aW'
P= JH, P} =-w2Q-~Si .-

aQ '

Q

	

aW'
= {H, Q) =P+ Y_S'

WP
.



We assume the spin motion to be stable in the
machine field. Then this motion is characterized by
free precession with a spin tune v around a periodic
axis n(o) :

S=S�n(6)+2(S+n+S_n*),

where n(O), n(B) and n*(9) are the vector solutions of
the spin equations on a particle closed orbit, with the
properties [2] :

n'n = 0, BI
Z =O, n'rl *= 2, n2 =I,

n(O) = n(O + 21r),

rl(O+ 2a) = rl( 0) e-2~,v
o,

	

Yj(0 ) =e(O) e"oe

e(O + 2-rr) = e(O),

where 0 is the generalized azimuth angle along the
closed orbit and v o is spin tune of the closed orbit .
Taking into account the particle free oscillations, the
variables Sn, S + as well as spin tune v are not constant
in time and are not the same for different particles.
We neglected here the spin-orbit coupling effect on S�
and S +, but have taken into account the spin tune
spread Av . This parameter is important when we study
the coherent spin interaction .
We consider now a resonance situation :

wc = vo wo + kw o ,

	

(3)
where wo is the frequency of the guiding (or bunching)
machine RF-field, and k is an integer. It is then
convenient to describe the spin precession with respect
to the frame:

n, n l , n2,
where

n r +in2 =ee'(k-, l w o) e
----n, S=Snn+2(Sn+S*îc *),

and then the Poisson brackets will be :

{S n , S}=15,

	

(9, S * ) =2iSn .

We also introduce the complex field amplitudes as
follows :

a=

	

1

	

(iP+wCQ) e'd,

	

(a, a*) = 1 .
2wc

Suppose for simplicity's sake, that the resonance
electric field is equal to zero near the beam (due to
symmetry). Then, we get the reduced Hamiltonian and
the equations of motion as follows:

Hres - LrE1 Sn +
I
9k a

* r S1 + c .c . ~

where

Y

	

C ~[(G+
y IB L +

1
y G Blij e eike\ ,2mc 2w

(4)
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where the brackets ( ) mean averaging along the beam
orbit and the detune is

w`EI-__
(v1-- +k)wo .

too
One can see that the system under consideration

has the following general invariants :
the Hamiltonian Hres itself,
the total beam spin value at Avl = 0,
and the combined adiabatic invariant

I+ = Ia1
2
+Y-Sn .

2. RF-voltage accumulation rate

For further calculations, suppose that we could ne-
glect the E1 spread for a required period of time . The
initial conditions are:

fi2
a(0) = 0;

	

ESn =N2e cos a,
1

f2
Y_SI =N2e sin a e"',
1

where N is the total number of particles, ~ is the
degree of beam polarization, a and cp are polar and
azimuthal angles of coherent spin declination from the
periodic axis n. One can find, from the eq . (5), that the
electromagnetic energy of the cavity Xc will grow with
time according to the equation :

hz t 2
a, ,l al2=w,N2 1 gk

1
24e2 sin2a .

To make further headway, we must make certain
assumptions on the RF-field geometry.

As one can see from definition (2), the use of Bi is
effective for all energies of the particle, while the use
of B i'i is effective only for yG < 1 (non-relativistic
protons and electrons with y < 10 3 ) . Let us now con-
sider the case when B` is transverse . Assume a reso-
nance condition (3) with TM,,, mode of a cylindrical
resonator [3] with its symmetry axis parallel to the
beam direction (see fig . 1). Then we find

1 e 2-rrw , 1

	

d
gk =ôarât (G + y)me

	

d c L sin 2
wcR ,

where L is the machine circumference and d is an
effective length of the resonator. Now we get from eqs.
(8) and (9) :

'T
r

	

1 ~tw
e
t

	

wed

	

l2
~~(t)

	

2d I J(G + y) 0.41c
sin( 2ßc )

	

sin a l ,

(10)
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~ = IH, a) = -igkY-51, (5)

SJ = IEI S I + 21gkSna, (6)

Sn _ -1Slgka * + c.c .,
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Fig. 1 Scheme of spin interaction with TM I,() mode .

where /3 = e/c, A = tz/mc, and J is the average beam
current.

The electromagnetic energy of the resonator is re-
lated to the effective voltage V in the cavity as :

ZCV 2 = ,~,C , C=rc/4d,

where C is the capacity of the resonator and rc is the
cavity's radius. Note that the ratio wcr,/c for the
considered mode is equal to = 3.8 [3] . Then,

1)Jit 19d)
V= 33

	

G+-

	

sin(

	

sin a .
y r C 6rc

If the total number of the identical resonators (cou-
pled or non-coupled) is -IV, the maximum total effec-
tive voltage would be X times larger .

Note that the minimum r c is limited by the chamber
aperture . Also, the bunch length must be less than r c :
1,,

The accumulation rate of the voltage of the cavity
considered does not decrease with energy and machine
circumference when yG > 1 and is proportional to the
beam current.

rc.

3. Maximum accumulated voltage

The maximum voltage that can be accumulated in
the resonator is defined by an effective maximum time :

Vmax = Vtmax ,

tmax = mln(7sp , 7c),

where 7sp = (to,,Av)-1 , and 7c is the RF-voltage damp-
ing time due to the cavity wall resistance . It is related
to the quality factor Q, of the considered cavity mode
as:

7c = QolwC .
A typical Qc value for TM,,, mode of available

superconducting resonators is 2 X 10 1° [4] . At rc = 20
cm, 7c value is about 5 s.

To provide 7Sp value compatible with 7, special
measures for reduction of Av are required . For a
bunched beam, Ov is proportional to the beam emit-
tances . It can be reduced by application of compensat-
ing sextupoles . The spin tune spread can be made
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especially small in rings with Siberian snakes . These
possibilities should be investigated in detail separately.

4. RF-voltage measurement (noise criteria)

In view of the rather small value of possible accu-
mulated voltage, one has to take into account noise
limitations . There are two basic kinds of noise: thermal
cavity noise and voltmeter input thermal noise.

1) The cavity noise effect is defined by the noise
spectral density of the considered field mode, which is
a single oscillator . When there is a state of thermody-
namic equilibrium in the cavity walls, we can use a
canonical formula for the oscillator energy distribution
[5], which can be written for frequencies near reso-
nance as follows:

1
2dw

	

1+(w_wj 7a,~,

where T. is the cavity wall temperature (in units of
energy). A voltmeter will integrate the frequencies in
the interval Ow - 1/tin , where tin is the measurement
time :

tin = max(7sp, 7c) .

There are two characteristic cases:
a) 7sp << 7, ; then

\

	

c)max - 2CV 7sp~

b) 7, p >> 7c ; then

(
K
c max -

1
2
&2,r2

c >

CV 2Tsp min(7sp , 7c) >> T~/.IY .

2'irtn,0f >> 1 ;

Vin - [2(TR)mAÎ]1/2 « Vmax'

Vin - 4 X 10-s V,

tm=
rc>

	

'~"T -Tc
,

= Tspe

	

--i-- Tc( 7c17s,) .

accumulated voltage with confi-To measure the
dente, the following condition is necessary:

2) The frequency bandwidth t1 f of an applied RF-
voltmeter should satisfy the requirement

on the other side, the 0f value should be small enough
to eliminate the noise voltage due to the input resis-
tance R,n of the voltmeter:

A possible voltmeter scheme is shown in fig . 2 [6].
In the frequency region f - 108-109 Hz, the character-
istic R,R _ value can be about 100 fl or less . Assume
that the preamplifier channel temperature T,n = 300 K,
and an f-band value 103 Hz ; then

which is much less than the thermal noise effective
voltage V,, =

	

2Tc/C - 10 -6 V. We can conclude that,



5. Numerical examples

6. Possible operational scheme
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5)

Fig . 2 . RF voltage measurement scheme . 1a) A loop in the
magnetic field of the superconducting RF-resonator. 1b)
Waveguide (min . distance). 2) Preamplifier with narrow f-
band . 3) Emitter follower. 4) Resonance circuit . 5) Scope.

in practice, the minimum value of accumulated voltage
is defined by the resonator thermal noise.

Table 1 illustrates the values of basic parameters
and requirements for different machines, assuming :
Vmax/VT = 5,

	

6 = 1,

	

a=90°,

	

d=Trpc/wc,
r, = 20 cm,
at a single resonator in a ring with Tc = 1 K. With IV

superconducting resonators, the maximum total accu-
mulated voltage would be .iy' times larger, and then
the requirements for the OP value would be ~51V_ times
weaker .

An operational procedure of polarization measure-
ment could include the following steps:

1) To swing spin coherent free oscillations, use an
RF-driven voltage (perhaps a different superconduct-
ing cavity), then switch off this voltage .

2) Shunt polarimeter's superconducting cavity, in
order to kill an initial RF-oscillation (excited by beam
charge).

3) Turn-off the shunting resistance adiabatically.
4) Wait for spin-swing of the polarimeter supercon-

ducting cavity .
5) Measure the accumulated RF-voltage .

7. Conclusion

15

The above considerations allow us to believe that
there is a physical possibility for design and use of the
RF-polarimeter and hence a certain optimism regard-
ing its technical feasibility . In the next paper, we will
consider a possible development of the dynamic scheme
that could bring better quality to the system of the
beam spin and the RFP. To make a final determina-
tion of the RFP efficiency, the beam charge effects
must also be taken into account and analyzed in detail .
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Table 1
Examples
For a number IV of resonators, the total V value can be X times larger, the necessary accumulation time tmm can be V~F times
smaller, and the requirement for OPm , n is v~T times weaker

Machine,
particles

Polarized beam
current [mA]

Energy
Y

V
[V/s]

tm-=rsp [s]
required

OL'mm
required

IUCF 1 1.3 5 x 10 -6 2 0.5 x 10 -7
Cooler Ring, p
FNAL, 100 10 3 3 x 10 -4 0.03 10 -4
Tevatron, p
RHIC, p 50 250 1.5 x 10 -4 0.06 3 x 10 -5
SSC, p 100 2 x 10 4 3 x 10 -4 0.03 1.3 x 10-3
CESR, e t 100 10 4 3.3x10 -4 0.03 1.2x10 -5


